Meeting Minutes
Project Title:

San Gabriel Valley Greenway Network Strategic Implementation Plan

Purpose of Meeting:

Meeting Location:

Present tributary narratives, the map-based survey, and an update on ROW
analysis.

Virtual via Teams
See Microsoft Outlook Invite

Attendees:
Steering Committee Members
Ramy Gindi, LACFCD
Elaine Kunitake, LACPW TPP
Wesley Reutimann, Active SGV
Norma Quinones, SGV Conservation Corps
Belen Bernal, Nature For All

Extra
Alexander Sarno
Sally Gee, RMC
Enrique Baul
Giuseppe Canzonieri
Jonathan Lu

SGV July 2021 SC Meeting Minutes

Date: July 14, 2021
Time: 2:00 p.m.

Project Team
Jennifer Aborida, LACPW
Thomas Hoang, LACPW
Marcela Benavides, LACPW
Michelle O’Connor, LACDPR
Natasha Krakowiak, LACDPR
Loretta Quach, LACDPR
Johnathan Perisho, WCA
Lisa Skutecki, Brown and Caldwell
Jesse Scolavino, Brown and Caldwell
Laureen Abustan, Brown and Caldwell
Carlos Velasquez, KOA
Jan Dyer, Studio-MLA
Kevin Johnson, Studio-MLA
Tony Howze, PACE
Cherise Thompson, PACE
Noe Noyola, MIG
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Summary
1. Introductions
a. Welcoming remarks from LAC
b. Roll call
c. Comments from the May meeting
2. PowerPoint Presentation
a. Schedule update (BC)
 Lisa Skutecki (BC) noted that they have been working hard on a lot of items especially
the tributary maps, project priority matrix, the bike path alternatives, and the potential
project list. Lisa Skutecki (BC) also noted that they are kicking off the project website,
the web-based survey, and will be kicking off the community workshops after the webbased survey has been released
b. Opportunities and Constraints
i. Technical Update on Approaches and Solutions (PACE)
 Tony Howze (PACE) went over the technical updates.
 Tony Howze (PACE) noted originally data was collected in a cross-sectional form. Information shown on slide 6 is a has built plan. Measurements were taken from the bank to
the right of way line, and this is what the original right of way was based off of. Tony
Howze (PACE) noted that when they went into the field, they noticed discrepancies and
to resolve the issues, high-resolution aerials were used to understand fence lines and
what type of trail that can be placed within the right of ways.
 Tony Howze (PACE) noted that on slide 7 a section is shown of what is possible given a
ROW width of 24 feet or beyond. Based on current design standards, this width would
allow for an equestrian path, two-way bicycle path, and adjacent pedestrian path. Width
beyond 24 feet could be used for green infrastructure, seating or other park amenities.
Each greenway design alternative will need to consider the specific community context
and strive to serve the most users. In some communities an equestrian path may not be
appropriate.
ii.

Tributary Narratives (Studio-MLA)


Jan Dyer (MLA) noted that the initial study area consisted of 130 miles in the San Gabriel Valley. Took these tributaries and segmented based on conditions, and then each
segment was scored. Based on the scoring process they came up with 55 miles of Tier
1 high priority area. Jan Dyer (MLA) noted that compiling of previous efforts and studies in this area as well as many other datasets related to existing conditions and the
surrounding community resulted in:

Community Need

Circulation

Equity

Environment

Etc

 Jan Dyer (MLA) explained each narrative in detail and noted that there will be narrative
for each tributary. Each segment has bullet points that describe the segment.
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iii.
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Round Table Discussion
 Johnathan Perisho (WCA) noted that WCA has a service agreement with Public Works
and have WCA has a web presence and there are several ways they can contribute. John
also noted that the information of the graphs is very useful.
 Wes (Active SGV) will share an update through their newsletter and social feeds. Wes
noted that regarding the tributary narrative designs there are many different buckets
and if you pull away and look at all of them, they look similar and noted that the narratives need to be distinguished.
 Kevin Johnson (MLA) noted that changing color schemes could be helpful and Wes
agreed.
 Wes (Active SGV) asked if copies of these narratives will be sent out and Kevin Johnson
responded saying that these materials will be printed, and they will be available online.
 Belen Bernal (Nature For All) noted that Nature For All has a website and social media
outlets and are beginning their work with San Gabriel Valley leadership program which
will take place both online and in person and they are happy to distribute the information to the participants.
 Kevin Johnson (MLA) asked if printed materials will be more helpful, and Belen Bernal
(Nature for All) responded saying that is correct.
 Belen Bernal (Nature For All) noted that hard copies will be very useful, but they are prepared to distribute through social media platforms as well.
 Sally Gee (RMC) noted that they have a newsletter and social media that they can post
on. Sally also noted that it was hard to distinguish between each narrative so changing
colors will be helpful. Sally also noted that the demographics were too busy and wants to
highlight the environmental aspect.
 Wes (Active SGV) asked in terms of sharing material what are the goals from the planning team.
 Jesse Scolavino (BC) noted that there is a web-based survey that they
want help distributing.
 Alex Sarno noted was wondering when the final plan will be finalized.
 Lisa Skutecki (BC) noted by the end of the year or beginning of next
year.
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c. Engagement Update and Materials (MIG)
i. Website
ii.

 Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that the website is now live
Web-based survey
 Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that they need help from
the SC members to get the survey out to the public.
 Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that the survey Will be in English, Spanish, and Chinese.
 Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that the survey has a map where you can pick where you are
and find a very specific geographic area.
 Wes (Active SGV) asked a question “On Access: why is skateboard and roller blade incorporated together? And for mobility device (wheelchair or scooter) put together?”
o Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that both skateboarding, and rollerblading have been
grouped together because they have small wheels. Wheelchair and mobility scooter
will be grouped together.
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o Wes (Active SGV) noted that the groups can be broken up more. Separate skateboards, scooters, roller blades, and roller skates. Wes also noted that may want to
list electrical bikes.
o Marcela Benavides (LACPW) noted that Public Works Team has to check internally to
see if electrical bikes and electrical scooters will be allowed on the pathway.


Wes (Active SGV) asked “How did you identify the list of potential concerns? Is the order of
the list randomized for each survey taker? Do you consider making this an open-ended question?”



Sally Gee (RMC) had a question regarding destination, sometimes there's no destination for
use, simply just to exercise without any destination in mind
o Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that will add a box with no specific destination
Ramy Gindi (LACFCD) asked if there was a goal in mind. He also asked how we address the
fact that the survey is only online.
o Noe noted this is not a scientific survey and it has to do more with representation
o Noe also noted that they can have kiosks where a computer or tablet can be set up
and a location to allow people to take the survey.
Sally Gee (RMC) asked which areas are currently open and what it would do to the data if
there were more areas open in richer areas rather than lower income areas and how does
this impact the survey.
o Noe Noyola (MIG) and Kevin Johnson (MLA) noted that there are no paths open that
have to do with the San Gabriel Valley implementation plan and that the survey asks
about where you will be entering the path, not where you live.





iii.

Flyers and Announcements
 Wes (Active SGV) asked “Will electronic/print materials be translated?”

iv.

Round Table Discussion
 Belen Bernal (Nature for All) noted that is an exciting project and wants to know the
timeline of the engagement piece
o Noe Noyola (MIG) noted that it will start with the survey
 Wes (Active SGV) had a question regarding the 2019 plan and was wondering if the
cost estimates would be incorporated in this planning effort. He wanted to know if updated numbers would be part of the final plan.
o Lisa Skutecki (BC) noted that cost estimations would be done for the projects
that were chosen for the plan so certain things may not be updated for different projects
 Wes (Active SGV) noted that for the concerns question ASGV's preference would be for
it to be left open-ended. I.e., not lead people to specific things but give them the space
to answer with any concerns.


Alex Sarno asked a question about if there is an alternative to the online survey and
Noe Noyola (MIG) responded with one: they can put a phone number under the survey
that can help those navigate the survey, two: the survey is not meant to be the only
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place to receive feedback, and three: setting up a posted with the same type of questions.
d. Next Steps
i. Project Team to send meeting summary
 Jennifer Aborida (LACPW) noted that on the update that will be sent out to the Steering
Committee dates and a timeline will be included.
ii. Committee feedback on the data summaries needed by August 3, 2021
e. Future meeting dates


September 8, 2021, 2 PM to 5 PM
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